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Schoeller Autumn/Winter 2018/19 Overview – Outdoor

Functional Retro Look Meets Trendsetting Sustainability

January 2017: Newly-interpreted original soft-shells, individual prints and sustainability are the main

themes in the Schoeller 2018/2019 Winter Collection, developed and produced among the mountains of 

Switzerland. Mulesing-free wool, bluesign® system-compliant prints, upcycled products with ECONYL®

yarn and PFC-free bio-technologies or bio-foam, both based on renewable raw materials, are just some 

of the ecological highlights. A monochrome range of colors in natural earthy tones or vibrant sporty 

shades that are easily combined together underlines this statement, and the multifunctional fabrics

make a convincing impact, both in performance and urban environments. 

ORIGINAL SOFT-SHELLS

“Back to the roots” is the Schoeller motto for winter 2018/19. 

Inspired by retro styles, the current original soft-shells embody a 

new interpretation of the legendary Schoeller ski looks of the 70s

and 80s. Classically elegant with a fine white pinstripe 

interrupting the low-key herringbone, the schoeller®-WB 400 will 

cause a stir both on the slopes and on the high street. In full-

bodied racing red, ultramarine or sophisticated black with matt-sheen effect, the highly-elastic, bonded 

performance fabrics feel extraordinarily comfortable. Thanks to cozy-soft fleece inner linings, they keep the 

wearer warm and comfortable with breathability, extreme durability and water and dirt repelling. Daringly 

combined with inserts in glossy schoeller®-spirit lacquer-look interpretations in vibrant colors, or gold and 

silver, they bring a fresh look to the one-piece ski suit.

FLASHY + PRINTS

The equally functional and extremely comfortable neon orange 

schoeller®-WB-400 is a vibrant eye-catcher, ensuring high 

visibility on the ski slopes. And those who want to go a step farther 

can add an individual overprint to these brilliant soft-shell polyester 

qualities, available in other colors. This opens up the option of 

casually-playful jacket/pants combinations which will catch the eye 

and offer a broad scope for creative ideas. The two ready-for-print soft-shells in two different weights can also 

be printed with a personal note. Tailored to children’s wishes, a whole new range of design options is offered by 

transfer printing, with printing paper which meets the ecological bluesign® system.
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REGENERATED ECONYL® YARN

Textiles with the ECONYL® yarn manufactured by Schoeller are 

genuine upcycled products, produced from regenerated waste 

material. The ECONYL® regeneration system reduces waste 

globally by reclaiming reusable material from tips and oceans and 

returning it to the production cycle. The resulting yarn is 

indistinguishable from conventional yarn in terms of quality and 

appearance. This year also sees new additions to the Schoeller ECONYL® textile family with three new, exciting 

qualities: an ultra-light, bi-elastic schoeller®-dynamic (e.g. for windbreakers) in burnt henna or navy, a very 

soft, fine schoeller®-dryskin (e. g. for high-tech sports) in stone grey or urban greyish blue and a light 

doubleface schoeller®-WB-400 in warm terracotta or petrol with contrasting reverse in navy. The special 

feature of this soft-shell is its complete sustainability; both the backing made of ECONYL® yarn and the bio foam 

in the middle are based on renewable raw materials. To ensure water repellence, all three qualities are also 

finished with the new fluorocarbon-free ecorepel® bio technology, also based on renewable raw materials.

LOCAL WOOL ISOLATION

Cozy, voluminous, soft and insulating – these are the Local Wool 

soft-shells with wool interior from Schoeller. This natural high-tech 

insulation provides a completely new soft-shell look and is an 

exciting alternative to conventional down optics. The blend of a 

light insulation fleece made of wool with a special layered 

construction is groundbreaking. The washable wool comes from 

sustainable sources in Europe and is mulesing-free. In the Local Wool schoeller®-WB-400, with or without a 

membrane, the shape-retaining yet elastic wool fleece is combined with an elastic polyamide exterior and a 

pleasantly soft inner lining. The breathable soft-shells in earthy shades or sophisticated black are suitable for 

conventional sewing.
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COZY PRINTS

While checks are still a standard element 

of the e2 shirt collection in winter 2018/19, 

they are offered in a casual forest print or 

a fashionably-interpreted camouflage in 

various color combinations. The classic 

check with a color-contrasting reverse, the

earthy-blurred fantasy prints or the camouflages in shades of red, green and grey look just as good worn for 

mountain sports or on a hunt as for after-work drinks and, thanks to the antibacterial freshness finish, offer a 

very pleasant feel. Other new printed knitted textiles with surprising looks include a denim print on a functional, 

super-soft e3+ textile with bionic c_change® membrane or on a naturally-warming e3-soft-shell in Bordeaux or 

moss green with corkshellTM technology and matching cork print on the reverse.
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